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Alchemy of Yoga is recognized by Yoga Alliance as a Registered 200 hour Yoga school 
and in it’s 14 years has hundreds of graduates worldwide. How does the Alchemy of 
Yoga work? It transforms us on three levels: Physical Alchemy, Spiritual Alchemy, and 
Mental Alchemy. It supports authenticity and teaches joyful, self-confidence in living 
your dharma.

This personal development program is 
wholeheartedly dedicated to the art of self-
study through self-exploration. Consider 
this the ultimate alchemist adventure! A 
Hero’s Journey that will both challenge and 
encourage you to embrace your potential, 
awaken your inner power, ignite your 
passion, and live with the sense of bliss and 
contentment that all of us are born to 
experience. 

Upon completion, you will be prepared to design 
and confidently lead intelligent alignment driven 
Vinyasa, Hatha and Restorative classes, all with your 
own signature style. You’ll also have the skill to 
adapt to varied fitness and experience levels of your 
students. You will graduate as a Happiness 
Ambassador ready to authentically and effectively 
inspire others while carrying out Alchemy of Yoga’s 
ultimate mission to Teach Peace."                         

                       SEPTEMBER 1-22, 2018 

Yoga believes in transforming the individual before transforming the world...   
-Sri Swami Satchidananda 
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Hello &  
Super Namaste!  

I want you to become part of our worldwide high vibe 
Alchemy of Yoga Family. We are a tribe. We are seekers, 
adventurers, lovers of love, rebel spirits, stretchy-
minded, soulful spirits. We enjoy supporting one 
another, laughter, organic food, dancing in the 
moonlight, lounging in the hot tub under the stars, 
playing in the pool, silent meditation hikes, taking naps 
& enthusiastic conversation about elevating the world.  

In our intimate Kula (community of the heart), I will hold space for you to delve into the deepest 
study of who you are so you can live Your happiness in a big way. More than simply mastering 
some yoga poses (though you will accomplish this), I want to see you become more self-aware 
and self-confident in your dharma (life’s purpose). This is the part where you find out who you 
are. 

Who am I to you? My teaching intention is to serve you as a compassionate mentor who 
inspires honest self inquiry and ultimate transformation. This goes way beyond just teaching: 
Mentoring means I offer the opportunity to remain supportive of your growth now and forever. 

How do I teach? I do not follow an authoritarian model of teaching where I just tell you what to 
do. Instead, I want you to learn to really listen to your feelings, pay attention to your body and 
discern for yourself what supports your authenticity. 

How does the Alchemy of Yoga work? It transforms us on three levels: Physical Alchemy, 
Spiritual Alchemy, and Mental Alchemy. For us as Alchemist Yogis our laboratory is our mat and 
the ingredients are our bodies, poses, breath, thoughts and the mixing it all together changes 
our life. Happiness remains our natural alchemy. 

I know picking a Yoga School is hard. If my philosophy and approach resonates with you then 
apply today and let’s talk more to know for sure. I’d love the opportunity to be part of your soul 
journey! 
With peace in all ways…Lokah Samastah Sukhino Bhavantu 
Silvia Mordini ~ Alchemy of Yoga  ~
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	 •	 Tuition for Yoga Alliance 200-
Hour RYT Yoga Teacher Training 

	 •	 21 nights accommodation 
	 •	 Three healthful & delicious meals 

each day 
	 •	 Excursions: Including but not 

limited to Goa Gajah (elephant 
temple), UNESCO World 
Heritage Rice Field Hike, Water 
Temple Purification Ceremony, 
Monkey Forest, & Kecak Dance 

	 •	 Daily meditation, mantra, and 
chanting (rhythmic speaking) 

	 •	 Energy Medicine prescriptions: 
Earth, Water,  Fire, Air Rituals  

	 •	 Alchemy of Yoga Manual 
	 •	 Time for exploration and 

relaxation 
	 •	 Free WiFi 
	 •	 A special eco friendly goodie 

bag 
	 •	 On-going support, mentorship 

and resources post program 
	 •	 Taxes included

What’s 
Included?
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Bali is an island and the smallest province of Indonesia, and includes a few smaller neighboring 
islands. It is located between Java to the west and Lombok to the east, and its capital—Denpasar
—is at the southern part of the island. 
Bali is renowned for its highly developed arts, including traditional and modern dance, sculpture, painting, 
leather, metalworking, and music. 
Bali's central mountains include several peaks over 3,000 meters in elevation. The highest is Mount Agung 
(3,031 m), known as the "mother mountain" which is an active volcano. South of the mountains is a broad, 
steadily descending area where most of Bali's large rice crop is grown. 
The island is surrounded by coral reefs. Beaches in the south tend to have white sand while those in the 
north and west have black sand.

Where is Bali?
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villa tanah shanti 
Enjoy the luxurious property of Villa Tanah Shanti for three weeks just outside of the center of 
Ubud. Our private villa is surrounded by green and golden rice fields, palm trees, and soothing 
sounds of the jungle. This property maintains a peaceful atmosphere integrated with nature 
near the hustle and bustle of downtown Ubud. 
Each double and triple room allows you to experience the stunning natural beauty of Bali 
combined with chic and modern design. Sit and relax on your private deck, admire the view of 
the surrounding rice fields, and feel the freshness of the breeze. Handpicked furniture, fine 
cotton sheets and authentic Balinese touches are combined with European styling. Every detail 

Accommodations
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Triple Lodging: $3590 
Early Birds $3,099


 Double Lodging: $3,990 
Early Birds $3,590


Lodging Costs
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TWO OPTIONS FOR  
SELF STUDY: 
1.Immersion for serious students 
looking to deepen their practice 
and knowledge of yoga asana, 
meditation, philosophy and spirit 
but don’t want to teach yoga. 

2.RYT200 Yoga Alliance 
Certification program designed 
for those who are interested in 
teaching 

Typical Daily Schedule  
6:00am-7:30am: Meditation + Yoga 
Practice 
7:30am-8:30am: Practice Teach 
8:30am-9:30am: Breakfast 
9:30am-2:00pm: Training Session 
2:00pm-5:30pm: Lunch & Free Time –
 Rest + Play 
5:30pm-7:30pm: Training Session 
7:30pm-8:30pm: Dinner 
8:30pm-9:30pm: Movies, Dharma Talks, 
Ceremonies 
9:30pm: OM OUT 

Daily Schedule
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Our Cultural 
Excursions
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We have established a collaboration with a Holy Water Temple located in the outskirts of Ubud, that carries a 
mystifying and ancient energy. After, you will be escorted for a guided tour of the beautiful peace and quiet of 
this Ancient Site prior to the ceremony, where you will learn the history that is held on these sacred grounds.  
After your tour of the temple, the Ceremony will be conducted by a Mangku (Balinese Priest). 

After the ceremony, you will be invited to change your clothing where a healthy, high vibe lunch will be served. 
Post lunch we will have a closing ceremony in the Yoga Studio including meditation, group sharing, journaling 
and mantra. Afterwards, you will have free time to either enjoy the swimming pool, spa or visit the traditional 
town.

Water Temple 
Purification
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The monkeys within the Sacred Monkey 
Forest Sanctuary of Padangtegal are 
commonly called long-tailed macaques. 
Their scientific name is Macaca 
fascicuiaris. Macaques are found 
throughout Southeast Asia and many 
species of macaques live successfully in 
areas that are heavily utilized by humans like they do in Monkey Forest. 
Interestingly, within long-tailed macaque societies, females are typically born into 
and remain with a single troop for life. In contrast, adult males may migrate 
between troops. Currently, there are approximately 600 Balinese long-tailed 
macaques that inhabit the Sacred Monkey Forest. 

Ubud Tour & 
Monkey Forest
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Goa Gajah ‘Elephant Cave’ is an 
archaeological site of significant historical value 
that makes it a special place to visit. 

Goa Gajah dates back to the 11th century, 
built as a spiritual place for meditation. Upon 
reaching the base of the cave you will come 
across an assortment of large old stone 
carvings, some restored to their former full 
glory. The pool, excavated in 1954, features 
five out of supposedly seven statues depicting 

Hindu angels holding vases that act as waterspouts. 

The cave is shallow; inside are three stone idols each wrapped in red, yellow and black cloths. 
Several indentations show where meditating priests once sat. 
At the southern end are beautiful rice fields and small streams that lead to the Petanu River – 
another natural site entwined in local legends. 

Goa Gajah was built on a hillside and as two small streams met here forming a campuhan or 
‘river junction’, the site was considered sacred and was built for hermetic meditation and 
prayers. 

Goa Gajah 
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Experience the impressive 
traditional Bali Kecak and 
fire dance inspired by the 
epic of Ramayana. Learn 
about the history and 
culture of the island from 
the locals.  

Kecak Dance
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When does the training start?  
September 1, 2018 
When do I book my flight home? 
September 22, 2018 

How do I know if I'm ready? If you 
feel inspired to share what you know 
about how yoga has changed your 
life then that is one indication that 
you are ready. We will talk to you and 
help ask you great questions to help 
you know for yourself what your heart 
is saying. 

What if I don't want to teach? We 
offer two tracks of study. One is for 
those interested in going deeper into 
their own self-study with no intention 
to teach. The other for those that are 
looking to use this self-study 
combined with formal certification to teach publicly. 

What if I DO want to teach--will this training prepare me? We have a 14 year proven track 
record of giving you the tools, the guidance and the practical experience to teach with your own 
authentic voice. We offer you the opportunity to learn how to adapt the practice for every 
student using an open system of yoga. 

I've been teaching already for a while and need to be sure that this training is going to 
cover something above and beyond the trainings I've already done. Can you tell me more 
about the content? Take a look at our Syllabus page for details. And email us and we'll be 
happy to go over more detail. About 30% of the students that do our program have already 
completed another formal teacher training program. They have said over and over how much 
deeper our program takes you from day 1. 

FAQs
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Writer. Happiness Coach. Teacher. Healer 
Spiritual Vinyasa * Inspired * Playful * 
Mystical 

I am an adventurer. A hero and a heroine. The prince 
and the princess. Ala “Sleeping Beauty” I’ve kissed 
myself awake. I drive myself home. I travel solo. I’ve 

owned multiple homes since I was twenty-three years old. I am an 
independent woman. I am a risk taker. I make the grand gesture. I’ve 
risked it ALL for love. I don’t hold back. I leap with both feet in. When I 
wake up I say YES to life and recite my mantra “this is the BEST day 
ever.” I do not edit the full expression of the pose on the mat or the 
fullest expression of my life. I embrace it ALL. I teach others to do the 
same. To say YES to the ultimate adventure. Thirteen years ago I even 
founded a School to teach how to say YES to being yourself, the 
ultimate hero and heroines journey, I named it Alchemy of Yoga. With 
over 11,000 hours of yoga teaching experience I make yoga 
approachable and inspiring for everyone. My focus is on bringing more 
fun to yoga with the hope that how we practice our yoga becomes 
how we live our life. As an Experienced Yoga Teacher (E-RYT) and a 
lifelong singer, dancer, poet and adventurer, my style of yoga is Bhakti 
infused Alignment based Vinyasa flow. I’ve been teaching yoga for over 
15 years. I have a 13 year Human Resource career and I am a 
successful serial Yogapreneur. I owned 2 Yoga Studios for 10 years 
with over 9,000 students, founded Alchemy Tours, a Spiritual 
Adventure company and developed the 13 year old international 
Alchemy of Yoga Teacher Training School with 26 graduating classes of 

Love Alchemists. Most importantly I’ve been a dedicated student of yoga since being in a hit and run and experiencing the 
“alchemy of yoga” to recover physically and emotionally. This life changing accident transformed my mind, body and soul. 
My best teachers are Great Spirit, my pain, my joy, divine love, sunshine, soft baby grass, and the blessed waters that fill our 
rivers and oceans. I have studied with today’s great master teachers both names you know and those you don’t know for over 
1,000 hours. My beloved Shiva/Shakti Teachers in no particular order include, Gloria Latham, Shiva Rea, Saul David Raye, 
Anusara, Sianna Sherman, Noah Maze, and Rod Stryker. I am a dedicated student of Rajanika Tantra believing that we all 
share the dharma of love and the fastest way to love is to meditate. 
My classes holistically integrate various styles of yoga, primarily Vinyasa, Kundalini and Anusara, where transitioning with 
elegance while we flow with the breath and wisely align the poses to 
our own unique bodies cultivates embodiment and connection to our 
highest potential. 

Look for her upcoming book “Happiness Prescriptions,” read her 
popular blog called Love Your Life (named one of the top Yoga blogs 
for 2015), along with enjoying her “Loving Your Day” YouTube 
channel. Her articles appear regularly in magazine such as Mantra 
Yoga and Health and on various yoga sites such as MindBodyGreen, 
Yoganonymous, GaiamTV, Daily Cup of Yoga and she is the author of 
the The Alchemy of Yoga blog on DoYouYoga.com. Devotee of 
Lakshmi, Silvia loves making Aperol Spritz and cooking tasty 
vegetarian Italian and Latin infused meals while entertaining friends. 
She dreams of one day living on a beach “almost” full-time and 
simplifying her closet by 50%. 

Inspired Yoga, Study, and Travel for a LIFE Inspired

Personal: www.silviamordini.com       Twitter/Instagram:@inspiredyogagal


Study: www.alchemyofyoga.com        Instagram:  @alchemyofyoga

Travel:  www.alchemytours.com           Twitter/Instagram: @alchemytours

Silvia Mordini
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